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ABSTRACT these data demonstrated that azimuthal sound localiza-
tion is influenced only by ITD both in the frontal
hemisphere and in large parts of the rear hemisphere.Specific cues in a sound signal are naturally linked to

certain parameters in acoustic space. In the barn owl, ILDs did not have an influence on azimuthal compo-
nents of head turns. While response latency to normalinteraural time difference (ITD) varies mainly with

azimuth, while interaural level difference (ILD) varies virtual stimuli was found to be largely independent of
stimulus position, response delays of the head turnsmainly with elevation. Previous data suggested that

ITD is indeed the main cue for azimuthal sound local- became longer if the ITD information pointed into a
different hemisphere as the other cues of the sounds.ization in this species, while ILD is an important cue

for elevational sound localization. The exact contribu- Keywords: psychophysics, spatial hearing, auditory, acous-

tic, HRTFtions of these parameters could be tested only indi-
rectly because it was not possible to generate a stimulus
that contained all relevant spatial information on the
one hand, and allowed for a clean separation of these
parameters on the other hand. Virtual auditory worlds
offer this opportunity. Here we show that barn owls
responded to azimuthal variations in virtual space in INTRODUCTION
the same way as to variations in free-field stimuli. We
interpret the increase of turning angle with sound- To locate potential prey, barn owls turn their head
source azimuths (up to 61408) such that the owls did toward the direction of faint, broadband sounds. In
not experience front/back confusions with virtual many studies, these head turns were measured under
stimuli. We then separated the influence of ITD from controlled laboratory conditions to investigate differ-
the influence of all other stimulus parameters by fixing ent aspects of sound-localization behavior in a free-
the overall ITD in virtual stimuli to a constant value field environment (Knudsen et al. 1979; Knudsen and
(1100 ms or 6100 ms) while leaving all other sound Konishi 1979; Knudsen and Knudsen 1986; Wagner
characteristics unchanged. This manipulation influ- 1993) or with a closed-field system by inserting ear-
enced both azimuthal and elevational components of phones into the ear canals of the birds (Moiseff and
head arms. Since the owls’ azimuthal head-turn ampli- Konishi 1981; Moiseff 1989a; Wagner 1991; Saberi et
tude always resembled the value signified by the ITD, al. 1998). The experiments with dichotic stimulus pre-

sentation demonstrated that barn owls are able to later-
alize sounds and that interaural time difference (ITD)
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1981; Olsen et al. 1989; Moiseff 1989a). These results in the frontal hemisphere. Here we present spatial
patterns of ITDs in the frontal hemisphere and incorrespond well to neurophysiological findings which

revealed that the tuning of the space-specific neurons parts of the rear hemisphere of two owls that were
calculated from their HRTFs. These data were used(Knudsen and Konishi 1978) is due to their selectivity

to ITD and ILD, and that ITD and ILD are processed in psychophysical experiments with animals. By using
normal virtual stimuli and by manipulating the broad-independently in anatomically separate auditory path-

ways (Moiseff and Konishi 1983; Takahashi et al. 1984; band ITD in these stimuli while the direction-depen-
dent monaural cues and ILDs were unchanged, weTakahashi and Konishi 1988; Adolphs 1993; Mogdans

and Knudsen 1994; Mazer 1998) up to the lateral shell analyze the contribution of ITD to azimuthal and eleva-
tional sound-localization behavior.of the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus.

Free-field stimuli contain all spatial cues that are
available to the auditory system, but with free-field
stimulation it is not possible to separate the contribu- METHODS
tion of the different single cues to sound perception.
In previous closed-field experiments with barn owls, HRTF measurements and behavioral experiments

were conducted with two captive-bred, adult barn owls.one or two parameters (ITD or ILD or both) were
varied systematically. However, other possible cues that The initials of the owls’ names (W and X) will be used

for identification. HRTFs had been recorded aboutoriginate from the direction- and frequency-depen-
dent filter characteristics of the external ear were two months before the behavioral experiments with

virtual stimuli started. All experiments were carriedignored.
Such restrictions on stimulus presentation can be out in accordance with German law and the NIH

guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animalsovercome with the virtual space technique. If sounds
are filtered with the individual transfer functions of and were approved by the Regierungspräsidium

(Köln).the external ears—the so-called head-related transfer
functions (HRTFs)—before they are played to a
human listener over headphones, the sounds can be

HRTF measurement
externalized and heard at the simulated position out-
side the head (Plenge 1974; Buffer and Belendiuk For the creation of a virtual acoustic space it was neces-

sary to record HRTFs of each owl individually. Birds1977). Under optimal conditions, these virtual stimuli
are indistinguishable from free-field sounds (Hart- were anesthetized with diazepam (Valium, 1 mg/kg/

h) and ketamin (4–20 mg/kg/h). A metal post wasmann and Wittenberg 1996; Kulkami and Colburn
1998), reflecting the fact that the HRTFs contain all cemented to the skull of each bird as described in

Wagner (1993). This holder enabled us to fix the headrelevant spatial cues of a sound.
Stimulation with virtual sounds offers the possibility of the bird during the recordings in a constant posi-

tion. The animal was placed in the center of a sound-of manipulating monaural or binaural parameters of
an acoustic stimulus while leaving other cues as they attenuating chamber (2.4 m 3 2.1 m 3 2.7 m, IAC

double wall, lined with pyramidal foam) in a naturaloccur in a natural free-field sound. Virtual auditory
worlds have been used in psychophysical experiments posture. The tip of a 4-cm-long plastic tube that was

fixed to a Sennheiser KE 4-211-2 microphone was posi-with humans for many years. Most studies investigated
the influence of features in the magnitude spectra of tioned 15 mm inside the ear canal of each ear. We

decided to measure at this position because no direc-the complex HRTFs on sound localization in humans
(e.g., Butler and Belenduik 1977; Middlebrooks 1992; tional information was lost when measuring deeper

than 7 mm inside the 17-mm-long ear canal of barnBlauert 1997). Other reports also dealt with the analy-
sis of the HRTF phase spectra and their manipulation owls (Keller et al. 1998), and there was no danger of

injury to the eardrum.(Wightman and Kistler 1992; Kistler and Wightman
1992; Hartmann and Wittenberg 1996; Kulkarni et Computer-generated clicks with a duration of 12

ms, amplified by a hi-fi amplifier (Denon PMA-S10),al. 1999).
Recently, the virtual space method has also been were used to measure HRTFs. The clicks were pre-

sented from a loudspeaker (TW6NG, 2–12 kHz: flatused in electrophysiological experiments with animals
(cat: Poon and Brugge 1993; Brugge et al. 1994, 1998; within 63 dB) 95 cm from the center of the owl’s

head. The speaker could be moved in elevation andguinea pig: Sterbing and Hartung 1999; barn owl: Kel-
ler et al. 1998). Interaural time or phase differences azimuth on a semicircular vertical track. Microphone

signals were preamplified by custom-built amplifiers,(ITD or IPD) and interaural level differences (ILD)
appearing at the ears of barn owls were already mea- low-pass filtered (FT6, Tucker Davis Technologies,

Gainesville, Florida, USA, corner frequency 20 kHz)sured in previous studies (Knudsen et al 1991; Brain-
ard et al. 1992; Keller et al. 1998) for sound positions and converted to a digital signal (sampling rate 50
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kHz) by a computer board (DT2821, Data Translation, Manipulation of HRTFs
Marlboro, Massachussetts, USA). To manipulate the virtual stimuli, the time-domain

Recordings of 1000 clicks were averaged for each equivalent of the HRTFs—the head-related impulse
of the 377 positions in space from 2608 (lower hemi- responses (HRIRs)—were used. We calculated the
sphere) to 608 elevation (upper hemisphere) and from time shift of the maximum of the cross correlation
21408 (left side of the animal) to 1408 azimuth (right function between the HRIRs of the right and left ear
side) with 108 resolution. Elevation of 08 and 08 azi- for each position in space (Fig. 1c). This time shift in
muth of the spherical coordinate system was in front the HRIRs represents the (broadband) overall
of the owl. With this method, a signal-to-noise ratio of interaural time difference that is produced by a sound
approximately 55–60 dB was reached for recordings source at the respective position (Fig. 1a a, b). We
in the front and of 35–40 dB for the positions at 61408 did not interpolate the HRIRs, so the accuracy of the
azimuth in the rear. The smallest signal-to-noise ratio fixation was limited to multiples of 20 ms according to
measured at any position in frequency bands at least the sampling rate. By shifting the HRIRs of the two
3-kHz wide was 31 dB. Thus, although a single click ears against each other on the time scale, we fixed the
has little energy, signal-to-noise ratios in the averaged ITD for each of the behaviorally tested positions in
signals were high enough for further analysis. space to 2100 ms (left ear leading right ear, called

Additionally, a first reference measurement was FixT2100 stimuli, Fig. 1a g) or to 100 ms (right ear
made with earphones (SONY MDR-E831LP) in front leading left ear, called FixT100 stimuli, Fig. 1a b) for
of the ear canals while the microphone tubes were still two further sets of filter functions. This manipulation
inside the ear canals. A second reference measurement affects temporal features but not the amplitude spectra
was made with the microphones fixed in the center of the HRTFs, including the frequency-dependent
of the sound-attenuating chamber without the owl, interaural level differences. Since time adjustment was
and clicks were played via the loudspeaker. Finally, we performed as a pure temporal delay, small frequency-
determined the loudspeaker’s transfer function using dependent phase differences that do not exactly match
a spectrum analyzer (DSP Technology SigLab, Fre- this delay may still occur in the phase spectra. To avoid
mont, California, USA) combined with a Brüel & Kjær distortion of the HRIR shape, we preferred to keep
microphone (No. 4135). these phase differences, since they exist also in the

unmodified HRTFs.
Two additional sets of virtual stimuli were generated

Calculation of virtual stimuli in which the HRTFs were manipulated so that the
overall interaural level difference was fixed to 26 dB

Reflections from the hoop and other objects in the and 16 dB. To minimize the effect of frequency ranges
sound chamber that could be detected in the impulse that would influence the calculation of ILD values but
responses as a delayed echo of the original transient that are less important for sound localization in the
signal were cut off by windowing with a Hanning win- owl, the stimuli were band-pass filtered from 4 to 10
dow (length 5 6 ms). HRTFs were calculated by divid- kHz. This frequency range was chosen because it
ing the complex spectrum of the recording in the ear encompasses the frequencies important for sound
canal by the spectrum of the second reference without localization in the barn owl (Konishi 1973).
owl. Since there were no notches in the first reference For the manipulation of filter functions, the energy
measurements, filter functions for virtual stimuli could between 4 and 10 kHz was calculated (in dB) from
be prepared by dividing the complex spectrum of the the amplitude spectrum of the HRTF for each ear.
signal measured in the ear canal by the complex spec- Then the averaged energy of each ear was adjusted so
trum of the first reference measurement outside the that the overall interaural level difference was either
ear canal. Such a calculation corrects for the transfer 6 dB (right ear louder than left ear, called FixL6 stim-
function of the microphones, the SONY earphones, uli) or 26 dB (left ear louder than right ear, called
and the ear canal. The last manipulation is necessary FixL26 stimuli) after that step. With this manipulation
because the virtual stimuli are presented via the Sony the overall ILD was changed, but not the monaural
earphones during the behavioral experiments at the spectral shape and the phase spectrum of the HRTFs.
entrance of the ear canal. We did not compensate for Stimuli were calculated by filtering 50-ms white noise
the loudspeaker characteristics because the loudspeak- bursts with the manipulated HRTFs.
er’s transfer function was flat within 63 dB and its
influence was the same for all positions in space and

Training procedures and psychophysicalfor both ears. The resulting transfer functions were
experimentsband-pass filtered (2–12 kHz) and then used to create

a set of virtual stimuli by convolving 50-ms noise bursts In the owl, head turning is a natural reaction to faint
sounds. We exploited this reaction and trained twowith the impulse responses.
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FIG. 1. Calculation of ITDs, manipulation of head-related impulse c. Normalized cross-correlation function of the HRIRs presented in
responses (HRIR), and HRTFs in the rear. a, b. HRIRS of both ears b. For the calculation of virtual FixT stimuli, the exact position of
for two of the positions in space at which virtual stimuli were used in the peak of the HRIRs’ cross-correlalion function was calculated to
the behavioral experiments (a azimuth: 208, elevation: 08; b azimuth: determine the necessary shift of the HRIRs. Note that the cross-
21408, elevation 08). The curves of the different ears were slightly correlation function has a clear peak even for a position in the rear
shifted in the vertical direction for a clearer presentation. The vertical where large differences in the shape of the HRIRs of both ears were
scale bars denote the same relative amplitude (in V) in both subplots. found and the signal-to-noise ratio was smaller than in the front. d.
Note that signals in the front of the owl are about a factor 4–8 larger Amplitude spectra of the HRTFs at 61408 azimuth and 08 elevation
than in the rear. a. The time shift of the unmanipulated HRIRs (dotted for both ears. e. Corresponding phase spectra of the HRTFs presented
lines) represents the naturally occurring ITD (a). b. For the manipula- in d. For a clearer presentation, phase spectra were unwrapped, hence
tion, HRIRs were shifted on the time scale so that an ITD of 100 ms phase angles are given in multiples of 2p.
(FixT100 stimuli, b) or 2100 ms resulted (FixT2100 stimuli, g).
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owls to reliably turn their heads in the direction of randomly at the same rate as the normal stimuli (72%
of the cases). Responses to manipulated stimuli weresounds under free-field conditions for many trials. Dur-

ing the experiments the bird was sitting on a perch in not reinforced by repetition trials, which means that
the stimulus was not repeated, independent of thea sound-attenuating chamber with a head tracker fixed

at its head holder (search coil system described in reaction of the bird.
In a first series of experiments with virtual stimula-Wagner 1993). If the owl had turned its head to a

forward direction (08 6 108 azimuth, 08 6 108 eleva- tion, normal and FixT stimuli were presented at 18
positions in space in the frontal hemisphere at azimuthtion) that was marked with a LED, a 50-ms noise burst

was presented from one of two stimulus loudspeakers angles of 2608, 2408, 2208, 208, 408, and 608 and at
elevations of 2308, 08, and 308. The order of the stimulithat were positioned at different sides and azimuthal

angles to the animal. The azimuthal and elevational was varied pseudorandomly. Over a period of about 2
months each manipulated stimulus was presented 20component of the animal’s head position was recorded

for 1 s (200 samples per second) starting with the times for each tested position.
In a second series of experiments, we tested normalbeginning of the stimulus. The short duration of the

stimuli ascertained that the animal operated under and manipulated virtual stimuli with fixed ITD at four
different positions in space, including two positionsopen-loop conditions (Wagner 1993), i.e., the stimulus

ended before the head turn started. To mask the back- in the back (azimuth: 408, 1408, 2408, 21408; elevation:
08 for all stimuli). For these experiments another, headground noise of the stimulus loudspeakers, which

would also destroy the open-loop conditions in the tracker (Ascension Minibird, Ascension Technology,
Burlington, Vermont, USA; sampling rate 100 Hz) wasfree-field experiments, six more loudspeakers were

positioned around the owl. The same continuous white used which enabled us to record head turns that were
greater than 908 azimuth angle. The output of thisnoise was delivered through these speakers during the

whole experimental free-field session. head tracker was influenced by magnetic objects. This
influence was determined by a calibration procedureIf the bird reacted to the stimulation with a head

turn into the direction of the stimulus speaker, it and was eliminated by correcting the recorded data
accordingly. We increased the rate of manipulatedreceived a piece of meat as a reward. If the bird did

not react at all or showed only a twitch to the side stimuli to 40% for the second series of experiments
because test sessions revealed that 60% of normal stim-followed by a head turn to the feeder, it was not

rewarded and the same stimulus was repeated until uli was sufficient to keep the animals under stimulus
control.the animal reacted correctly (repetition trials). Using

this method, about 70%–90% of all trials led to a After these experiments with virtual stimulation, we
again collected free-field data with two loudspeakers.rewarded reaction. After a few weeks the birds per-

formed well and worked for some 50–150 trials per Speaker positions were changed for every session
between 6408 and 61408 azimuth and 08 elevation.day. We collected sound-localization data under free-

field conditions with stimuli at 08 elevation and various In the last series of experiments, normal virtual
stimuli and stimuli with fixed ILDs were presented toazimuthal angles for both birds. To maintain the ani-

mals’ interest in the task, their weight was reduced the owls at 18 different positions in space (azimuth:
6408; elevation: 08, 6108, 6208, 6308, 6408). In 40%to 85%–90% of the normal weight. The weight was

checked every time before a session started. of all trials, FixL stimuli were interspersed between
normal virtual stimuli. The manipulated stimuli wereAfter the animals responded reliably to free-field

stimuli, they were exposed to normal virtual stimuli again rewarded randomly in 72% of the presentations.
In 25 sessions per bird and about 100 trials per session,without additional background noise. We used a head-

phone holder that could be attached to the animal’s each manipulated stimulus in space was presented
20 times.head holder to position the earphones in front of

the ear canals. The earphones had a slightly larger
diameter than the ear canal which allowed for repro-

Data analysis
ducible and exact positioning. Virtual sounds were
presented via a computer-controlled sound-generating The head tracks were processed using software rou-

tines written in MATLAB. First, the starting point ofsystem (System II, Tucker Davis Technologies, Gaines-
ville, Florida, USA). each track that was induced with virtual stimulation

was set to 08 azimuth or elevation because the owlThe animals needed about a week to get accus-
tomed to the earphones. During this period and the always hears a simulated virtual stimulus relative to its

own head-centered coordinate system independent offollowing few weeks, only normal virtual stimuli were
presented. Manipulated stimuli with fixed ITD were the head position during the presentation of the stimu-

lus. It had been shown before that the initial headthen interspersed between the normal virtual stimuli
in 20% of all trials. Manipulated stimuli were rewarded position does not influence head turning (Wagner
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FIG. 2. Spatial pattern of ITD values calculated from the HRIRs of steps of 20 ms. Spatial positions are given in spherical coordinates.
both owls (a: owl W; b: owl X). The iso-ITD contour lines are drawn 08 elevation and 08 azimuth is in front of the owl, negative angles
at intervals of 50 ms. Positive numbers indicate that the signal at the mean lower or left hemisphere, respectively. The gray dots mark
right ear is leading. The arrows mark the space positions at ,408 the positions in space where virtual stimuli were simulated in the
azimuth and 08 elevation. Note that ITDs was determined only in behavioral experiments.

1993). Second, the angle of the head position after
the reaction was calculated. Third, the response delay
of the reaction was measured. Statistical tests were
carried out with the professional software packages
JUMP or SPSS.

RESULTS

HRTFs in the rear hemisphere

Since HRTFs of barn owls for the rear hemisphere
have not been published as yet, we present the ampli-
tude and phase spectra of the transfer functions for

FIG. 3. Dependence of ITD calculated from the HRIRs on azimuth
the rear positions that were used in the behavioral for owl X at elevation 08 and 6308. For clarity, the symbols for
experiments in this study (Fig. 1d, e). HRTFs measured elevation 6308 were shifted by 6100 ms in vertical direction. The

filled symbols indicate which data points were included when linearfor rear positions often had spectral notches in the
fits were calculated. Note that ITDs are increasing in the rear hemi-amplitude spectrum of one ear (e.g., see solid gray
sphere at elevation 08 and 2308.line at 8.5 kHz in Fig. 1d). Phase spectra of the HRTFs

were approximately linear after they were unwrapped
by the algorithm provided by MATLAB (Fig. 1e). Dis-
tortions of the linear course typically appeared at fre- source evokes at the ears. The HRIRs for both ears
quencies where notches of the amplitude spectrum of owl X that were measured at 208 azimuth and 08

were observed. elevation—one of the positions at which virtual stimuli
were simulated in the behavioral experiments—
revealed an ITD of 40 ms for this position (Fig. 1a a).

Spatial pattern of ITD
If we assume that the head is a sphere with symmetri-

cal ears, ITD would be 0 ms along the vertical meridianSince the HRIRs for a specific position in space contain
all relevant acoustical information that is available to passing through 08 azimuth. ITDs should increase from

08 to 908 azimuth and then decrease again from 908the auditory system when a subject is listening to free-
field sounds, they could be used to calculate the ITDs to 1808, with the vertical meridian at 908 forming a

symmetry axis. Such a change in ITD was not observedin the frontal hemisphere and in parts of the rear
hemisphere of the two owls (owl W and owl X, Fig. in our measurements. Instead, ITDs changed linearly

with azimuth (azi) up to at least 1008 (Figs. 2, 3).2). The time difference of the HRIRs of the right and
the left ears represents the time shift that a sound Therefore, data analysis was accomplished by simple
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TABLE 1

Results from linear regression between ITD and azimutha

Owl W at elevation Owl X at elevation

230 8 0 8 30 8 230 8 0 8 30 8

Slope 6 SD (8/ms) 0.40 6 0.02 0.37 6 0.01 0.44 6 0.01 0.40 6 0.01 0.38 6 0.01 0.42 6 0.01
Intercept 6 SD (8) 8.4 6 1.0 4.9 6 0.6 15.7 6 0.7 3.1 6 0.7 4.7 6 0.8 9.6 6 0.8

aR . 0.997, p , 0.0001 for all linear fits.

linear regression between ITD and azimuth and not separated the response into an azimuthal and an eleva-
tional component (Fig. 4). Response latencies of azi-by a sinusoidal model (Fig. 3). The resulting linear

equations were transformed to express azimuth inde- muthal components were usually around 130 ms under
both free-field and virtual conditions (Fig. 4a). For apendence of ITD to allow a comparison of the data

with earlier studies (Table 1). given head turn, the response latencies of the eleva-
tional components were typically longer than that ofThe values of the intercepts (Table 1) demonstrated

that an ITD of 0 ms was shifted by 38–168 with respect the azimuthal component (Fig. 4b). The head turns
were completed within some 200 ms (Fig. 4). Subse-to 08 azimuth in the external coordinate system, indi-

cating an influence of owl positioning and elevation quently, the owl looked to the perceived sound posi-
tion usually for more than 200 ms, resulting in aon the measured ITD. In owl W the ITD pattern was

shifted by about 20 ms compared with owl X (Fig. 2). plateau of the azimuthal and elevational head track
(Fig. 4 a,g). If the owl turned its head but did notThe slope in the regression lines (Table 1) revealed

that an ITD change of 100 ms corresponds to an azi- keep it fixed after the turn for at least 50 ms, the trial
was not used in further analysis. Repetition trials weremuth change of about 408.

For assembling the contour plots in Figure 2, the also not considered. If the owl moved its head less than
58 in azimuth, the trial was classified as no-reaction trialactually calculated ITDs were used. Since ITDs were

calculated only in steps of 20 ms, sometimes a slight (Fig. 3 b).
As already mentioned, reactions to stimuli in themismatch between the ITD calculated from the regres-

sion lines and the ITDs appearing on the contour plots frontal hemisphere and in the rear hemisphere were
may be observed. investigated in a separate series of experiments. We

Although we did not measure ITDs in a full sphere, did not pool the data of the two series but analyzed
the contour plots (Fig. 2) and the data presented in them separately for two reasons: First, we cannot
Figure 3 demonstrate that there is no axis of symmetry exclude that there are long-term effects or effects
at 908 and 2908. For azimuth angles from 1008 to 1408 caused by the daily variability that influences the owl’s
and from 21008 to 21408, respectively, ITDs did not sound-localization performance. Second, different
change (elevation 08) or even increased up to values head tracker systems were used in the experiments.
of 6300 ms (Fig. 3 at elevation 2308). Only for positive Both owls responded to the free-field stimuli of vary-
elevations did we find declining ITDs in the rear hemi- ing azimuthal locations in the frontal hemisphere with
sphere between 1108 and 1408. The curved iso-ITD a head turn in the direction of the speaker position
lines (Fig. 2) in the upper hemisphere indicate that in most trials. Four percent of the trials with owl W
ITDs will decrease again between 1408 and 1808 for and 7% of the trials with owl X were classified as no-
lower elevations, which is also expected for the other reaction trials in this experimental series. A head turn
elevations. While the ITD values increased beyond to the wrong side, i.e., a turn to the right although
6908 azimuth, the amplitudes of the HRIRs decreased the stimulus was presented on the left side or vice
compared with frontal positions (Fig. 1b), reflecting versa, was observed only once for owl W. If the birds
that there was a smaller signal-to-noise ratio for the responded with a head turn, they usually undershot
HRIRs in the rear (35 dB) than in the front (55 dB). the target positions especially for more lateral azi-

muthal angles (Fig. 5a, b). In spite of intensive train-
ing, the accuracy of azimuthal localization could be

Response to free-field and normal virtual stimuli only slightly improved. A linear regression of the data
resulted in the following equations:The reaction of barn owls to faint sounds is usually a

single fast turn of the head in the direction of the
Owl W: aziowl (in deg) 5 0.73 6 0.01

sound source, followed by a prolonged period during
which the bird fixates the source. Our head trackers 3 azistimulus (in deg) 1 4.5 6 0.3 deg (1)
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would reflect a response to the wrong side and vice
versa. Azimuthal head turns to the wrong side rarely
occurred. Owl W made 5 failures in 2769 trials (0.2%).
Owl X never turned to the wrong side when normal
virtual stimuli were presented. The turns to the wrong
side in owl W did appear randomly as responses to
different virtual stimuli and may be explained by a
lack of attention. Additionally, we never observed signs
of front/back confusions when stimuli in the frontal
hemisphere were presented.

In both animals a linear relationship was found
between the azimuthal position of the stimulus and
the amplitude of the head turn (Fig. 5c, d). A linear
regression of the data at 08 elevation resulted in the
following equations:

Owl W: aziowl (in deg) 5 0.70 6 0.01

3 azistimulus (in deg) 1 2.7 6 0.2 deg (3)

Owl X: aziowl (in deg) 5 0.55 6 0.01

3 azistimulus (in deg) 1 4.5 6 0.2 deg (4)

Consistent with the free-field data, an increasing
underestimation of target location was observed for
more laterally presented stimuli also under virtual
space conditions. A comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2)
with Eqs. (3) and (4) demonstrates the similarity of
the azimuthal localization performance under free-
field and virtual conditions. This is underlined by a
comparison of the variances for different azimuthal
locations in space at elevation 08 under the two experi-
mental conditions, which did not reveal significantFIG. 4. a Azimuthal and b elevational components of three typical

head turns (a, b, g). When the owl looked to a position in the direction differences (Wilcoxon signed ranks test, owl W: p 5
of 08 6 108 azimuth and 08 6 108 elevation, the virtual stimulus was 0.94, owl X: p 5 0.13).
presented. The duration of the stimulus is indicated by the bar above
the time axis. The head position at stimulus onset was defined as 08

in the head-centered coordinate system. The owl turned its head with
Azimuthal reactions to virtual stimuli witha latency of 75 ms in trial a and 135 ms in trial g as indicated by
fixed ITDsthe dotted lines. The criterion for the initiation of the turn was a

change in azimuth of more than 58. After the movement the animal
The owls did not show signs of unusual reactions whenkept its head still for a few hundred milliseconds, resulting in a plateau

of the head track that allowed the measurement of an end position. manipulated virtual stimuli were presented. Both owls
The azimuthal stimulus positions for the presented trials were 608 reacted to these stimuli with a head turn. If ITD had
(a), 408 (b), and 2408 (g), the elevational positions were 08 (a), 30

been fixed to 100 ms, the birds turned their heads to
(b), and 2308 (g). Since the owl moved its head less than 58 in trial

the right side. If ITD had been fixed to 2100 ms, theyb, this trial was classified as no-reaction trial.
turned their heads to the left side, independent of the
position in space that was encoded by other spatial
cues of the acoustic signal (Figs. 5e, f; 6). Thus, theOwl X: aziowl (in deg) 5 0.66 6 0.01
direction of the head turn was determined by the ITD

3 azistimulus (in deg) 1 2.0 6 0.4 deg (2)
value of the stimulus presented. This was true when
the ITD and the other spatial cues pointed in the sameBoth owls responded to virtual acoustic stimuli in

the frontal hemisphere with the same behavior as they direction (same-side configuration), as well as when
the ITD and the other spatial cues of the stimulusdid to free-field stimuli. The virtual stimuli elicited

head turns to the simulated positions in space (Figs. pointed to different hemispheres (opposite-side con-
figuration). Exceptions from this general result were5c, d; 9a–d). When stimuli with positive azimuthal

angles were presented, we expected a head turn to observed in 0.5% of the trials for owl W and never for
owl X. The mean amplitude of the azimuthal headthe right side (correct side), while a turn to the left
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FIG. 5. Scatter diagrams of azimuthal components of head turns, centered coordinates, there is no scatter of the stimulus position.
a, b. Responses to free-field stimuli of owl W a (N 5 819) and b X Note the similarity to the data in a, b. e, f. Responses to manipulated
(N 5 485). In the free-field experiments the azimuthal stimulus posi- virtual stimuli with fixed ITDs of e owl W and f Owl X. At each
tion was calculated as the azimuthal difference between the speaker azimuth and for each stimulus type about 20 trials were conducted.
position and the bird’s initial head position. Since the initial head In these two scatter diagrams the azimuthal stimulus position on the
positions of the trials scattered about 6108 around 08 azimuth, the abscissa means that all spatial cues of the stimulus reproduced a
azimuthal stimulus position also scatters. Note the linear relation sound at the specific position except for the lTD. For clarity, the
between the head-turning angle and the azimuthal position of the data points representing FixT2100 stimuli (square symbols) are shifted
stimulus. The dotted lines at 658 mark the thresholds for the classifica- slightly to the left, while the data points representing FixT2100 stimuli
tion of no-reaction trials. c, d. Responses to normal virtual stimuli (diamond symbols) are shifted to the right on the x axis. Note that
of c owl W and d owl X. At each azimuth about 160 trials were the head-turn amplitude is independent of the stimulus position for
presented. Since the direction of the virtual stimuli is given in head- the manipulated stimuli. Elevation was 08 for all stimuli.
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FIG. 6. Sound-localization behavior at three different elevations. No-reaction trials and head turns to the wrong hemisphere were not
Each diagram shows the mean turning angles to normal (N 5 150– included in the calculation of the mean values. For clarity, symbols
170) and manipulated virtual stimuli (N 5 15–20) with fixed ITDs for the different stimulus types are shifted as described in the legend
(see legend in upper plot). Error bars represent the standard deviations. to Fig. 5.
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TABLE 2

Results from six covariance analyses of azimuthal turning amplitudes. Each column presents the results of one ANCOVA;
the values represent the F statistics. Degrees of freedom 5 1 and R2 . 0.95 for all six tests

Owl X at elevation Owl W at elevation
x factors of covariance

analysis 230 0 30 230 0 30

FixT100 Stimulus type 727e 452e 1478e 174e 1002e 230e

vs. Azimutha 1.39 0.59 14.3d 1.12 1.91 1.56
FixT2100 Typea azimuthb 0.613 0.178 0.06 0.0795 0.86 0.0014

a Cofactor of the ANCOVAs.
b Interaction term.
c p , 0.05.
d p , 0.01.
e p , 0.001.

turns for the different positions was similar to the that the owls perceived a spatially restricted and not
a spatially diffuse sound source, because their headmean amplitude of head turns to normal virtual stim-

uli at 2408 and 408, respectively. Since the responses of turns scattered around a distinct position in space.
Hence, we performed a test between the standard devi-each owl to repetitions of the same stimulus clustered

around one direction in space and were distributed ations of the different stimulus types at each location
in space. The localization of normal virtual stimuli wasnormally (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p . 0.05) for

the vast majority of the different stimuli tested, we not significantly more precise than the localization of
the stimuli with the fixed ITDs (one-sided Wilcoxonpresent mean and not median values in Figure 6. The

influence of ITD fixation depended somewhat on the signed ranks test, owl X: normal vs. FixT100: p 5 0.80,
normal vs. FixT2100: p 5 0.98; owl W: normal vs.elevational component of the stimulus (Fig. 6). For 08

elevation, response amplitudes seemed to be indepen- FixT100: p 5 0.68, normal vs. FixT2100: p 5 0.96). This
confirmed the impression that the owls perceive onedent of azimuth in both owls (Fig. 6b, e). This held

true also for the other two elevations tested in owl X spatially restricted sound source and not two sources
or a diffuse sound image when stimulated with theand for 308 of elevation in owl W (Fig 6a, c, d). How-

ever, for an elevation of 2308, the responses of owl W manipulated virtual stimuli.
to the manipulated stimuli seemed to be very similar
to the reactions to the normal stimuli, if the ITD infor-

Latencies of azimuthal head turns
mation and the other spatial cues of the manipulated
stimuli pointed to the same hemisphere (Fig. 6f). The unusual combination of spatial cues might influ-

ence characteristics of the head turn other than ampli-We compared the mean azimuthal turning ampli-
tudes of the normal virtual stimuli with the mean tude, specifically response latencies. The deviation of

the head trajectory in azimuth of 58 from the startamplitudes of the FixT stimuli as presented in Figure 6
separately for each elevation with a covariance analysis. point was measured as response latency. With this crite-

rion the measured values are about 5–10 ms longerThis resulted in 9 ANCOVAs (3 elevations and 3 stimu-
lus types) for each animal analogous to the presenta- than the exact latency of the behavioral reaction. Dis-

tributions of latencies were asymmetrical in most cases.tion in Figure 6. A highly significant difference
between the responses to normal virtual stimuli and Usually the distributions of latencies for different spa-

tial directions had a steep rising flank and a steepFixT stimuli was observed for all elevations and for
both owls ( p , 0.001). The head turns evoked by the falling flank, followed by a long tail (Fig. 7a). Only

about 5% of the latencies were shorter than 85 ms.manipulated stimuli did not depend significantly on
the azimuth of the stimulus in 5 of 6 tests (Table 2). The shortest latency was 55 ms. The latency of 95%

of all head turns was shorter than 300 ms. Since theThey depended only on stimulus type, even for the
data of owl W at 2308 of elevation (Table 2). This latency distributions were asymmetric, the medians of

the distributions were used in the comparisons. Themeans that the major determinant of the azimuthal
angle is ITD, and that other factors play a much smaller latencies of the reactions to the normal stimuli were

shorter than the latencies of the reactions to FixTrole, if at all.
In another statistical analysis, we investigated stimuli, but only the difference to stimulus type

FixT2100 was significant (Wilcoxon signed ranks test,whether localization precision differed between the
different stimulus types. The reactions to the manipu- FixT100: owl X: p 5 0.72, owl W: p 5 0.99; FixT2100:

owl X: p 5 0.004, owl W: p 5 0.028). A more detailedlated stimuli (Fig. 5e, f) gave rise to the assumption
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FIG. 7. Latencies of head turns, a. Example for a distribution of medians are printed next to or inside each bubble. The data point
response latencies [owl W at 08 elevation and 408 azimuth (bin width: resulting from the distribution in a is marked by an arrow in c, b, c.
20 ms)]. The dotted line marks the median of the distribution at 115 Response delays measured with normal virtual stimuli. d–g Response
ms. b–g. Medians of response latency distributions measured for delays measured with manipulated virtual stimuli (d, e: FixT2100 stim-
different stimulus positions and stimulus types for b,d,f X owl and uli; f,g: FixT100 stimuli). Note that the latencies for the opposite-side
c,e,g owl W. The median of each distribution is symbolized by the configuration are longer than the latencies for the same-side
diameter of the dots in the bubble plots. The exact values of the configuration.

analysis of the latencies showed that this difference were on average about 60 ms longer than for normal
stimuli, especially for elevations at 08 and 2308. Ais caused by the longer reaction time to the manipu-

lated stimuli in the opposite-side configuration (Fig. comparison of latencies of the opposite-side and the
same-side configurations revealed that the effect is7d–g). If ITD information and other stimulus cues

pointed to the same hemisphere, the latencies were significant for both owls and for each manipulated
stimulus type (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test: p ,similar to the values measured with normal virtual

sounds. Latencies in the opposite-side configuration 0.002 for all tests).
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No-reaction trials amplitudes of responses to FixT2100 stimuli were
reduced compared with amplitudes of responses to
the normal stimuli at 2408 azimuth, especially for 2308As already described in previous studies, barn owls
and 1308 of elevation (Fig. 8c, d). As described above,sometimes do not react to the acoustic stimuli pre-
FixT100 stimuli elicited azimuthal head turns to thesented. Such no-reaction trials occurred in 2.8% of
side contralateral to 408 azimuth. Accordingly, in owlthe trials with normal virtual stimulation of owl X and
X at 408 azimuth, the elevational components of thein 7.9% of those trials of owl W. The proportion of
head turns for normal and FixT100 stimuli were similarno-reaction trials was not significantly higher for the
and the turning amplitudes of FixT2100 stimuli wereFixT stimuli (x2 test: df 5 1, p . 0.05, owl X: x2 5 3.837;
different (Fig. 8b).owl W: x2 5 0.069). However, the owls responded less

Thus, the elevational component of the head turnsoften to manipulated stimuli of the opposite-side con-
also depends on ITD because the turning amplitudefiguration than to the stimuli of the same-side configu-
of the owls is different if the stimuli contain differentration (x2 test: df 5 1, p , 0.05, owl X: x2 5 5.26; owl
ITD information while all other spatial cues are identi-W: x2 5 13.7) indicating an influence of contradicting
cal. This effect was significant for owl X but not foracoustical information on the behavior of the animals.
owl W (ANCOVA, p , 0.05, R2 . 0.96).

For 08 elevation, there was not much change of the
Elevational components of head turns in the elevational head-turning component with azimuth in
frontal hemisphere owl W (Fig. 8e). However, owl X turned its head to

higher elevation positions if FixT2100 stimuli were pre-If the elevational component of a head turn was larger
than 58, the turning angle in the vertical direction of sented in the opposite-side configuration (Fig. 8f,

open diamonds).the trial was determined with the same method as
already described for the azimuthal components. If
the elevational component was smaller than 58 but

Localization of stimuli in the rear hemisphere
the azimuthal component exceeded 58, the elevational
head-turning component was determined at the same The data presented in the following section were

obtained in a separate series of experiments in whichinstant in time as the azimuthal component.
Both owls responded to normal virtual stimuli at 08 behavioral reactions to 6408 (control) and to 61408

were recorded with free-field and virtual stimulation.elevation with head turns to about 2108 elevation (Fig.
8, filled circles). This bias to lower elevations was also These values were chosen because they are symmetri-

cal about the 908 axis of a spherical head model. Theobserved for source positions at 6308 elevation. Thus,
the elevational position of the sound source was per- mean azimuthal head-turning amplitudes under vir-

tual space conditions were not significantly differentceived to be shifted by about 108 to lower sound posi-
tions in the virtual experiments. This suggested that from the mean turning amplitudes under free-field

conditions for the control directions at 6408 in 3 ofthe elevational head position during the HRTF mea-
surement did not exactly match the natural head posi- 4 tests (Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests, owl W: p 5

0.225 at 408, p 5 0.951 at 2408 owl X: p 5 0.353 attion of the animal when looking to the front.
A linear relationship between the position of the 408, p , 0.001 at 2408). When free-field stimuli were

presented at 61408 of azimuth, the localization preci-stimulus and the amplitude of the head turn was also
observed for the elevational components. Owls under- sion was worse than for stimuli presented in the frontal

hemisphere. The means of the turning angles to stim-estimated elevations more for stimuli from lateral posi-
tions than for stimuli from frontal locations. However, uli at 61408 were 538 and 2748, respectively, for owl

X and 638 and 2748, respectively, for owl W underelevational components scattered a lot, probably
because the training regimen did not reinforce eleva- free-field conditions. The maximal turning angles

were 798(-1028) for owl X and 848(-1068) for owl W attional head turns.
To investigate the influence of the fixation of ITD 1408(-1408) (Fig. 9a, b). These values were much larger

than the values obtained for stimuli at 408, demonstra-on the elevational component, we compared the reac-
tions of the animals to normal stimuli with those to ting that the owls were not confused and were able to

discriminate 1408 from 408. The number of reactionsmanipulated stimuli at different elevations (Fig. 8a–d).
At 2408 azimuth the results of the normal stimuli in which the owls turned their heads to the side that

was contralateral to the stimulus was low. Owl X madeand the data of the FixT2100 stimuli did not differ
significantly (Fig. 8c, d, ANCOVA p . 0.05, R2 . 0.96). no errors, whereas owl W made 0.7% of the turns to

the wrong side.This was not surprising, because the normal stimuli at
2408 azimuth had a natural ITD of about 2100 ms With virtual stimulation there was more scatter in

the sample of head turns (Fig. 9c, d). The means(Fig. 2,a) and consequently were almost identical with
the FixT2100 stimuli at this azimuth. In contrast, the of the turning amplitudes to the stimuli in the back
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FIG. 8. Dependence of elevational sound-localization behavior on stimulus position and stimulus type (see legend in a). For the normal
stimulus elevation a–d and on stimulus azimuth e,f at a constant virtual stimuli 150–170 trials were averaged; for the other stimulus
azimuth or elevation, respectively. Means and standard deviations types 15–20 trials were averaged. Left column: owl W, right column:
of the vertical head-turn components are presented separately for owl X.

hemisphere were slightly smaller than the means in 61408 were 828 (-908) for owl X and 1138 (2878) for
owl W, which were similar to the free-field values. Inthe free-field case except for the value at 21408 for

owl W, which was much smaller (owl X: 578 at 1408, addition, in about 3% of the cases each owl turned to
the wrong side when a virtual stimulus in the rear2568 at 21408; owl W: 608 at 1408, 2428 at 21408).

The maximal turning angles for the virtual stimuli at hemisphere was presented. In particular, owl W
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seemed to have difficulty localizing the virtual sounds indicates that the ILD has no influence on azimuthal
sound localization in owls.in the back at 21408. With these stimuli the bird under-

shot the stimulus position often by a great amount.
The smaller the azimuthal component of the head
turn was, the further down the bird turned its head DISCUSSION
(inset of Fig. 9c, Spearman rho correlation, R 5

20.622, N 5 70, p , 0.001). The same tendency could The present study demonstrates that barn owls are
able to localize sounds along the azimuth under open-also be observed with owl X (inset of Fig. 9d, Spearman

rho correlation, R 5 20.487, N 5 86, p , 0.001). loop conditions in a virtual acoustic environment. The
owls responded to virtual stimuli with a head turn inITD fixation in HRIRs of backward positions influ-

enced the behavior in a way similar to that already the expected direction. The azimuthal components of
head turns elicited by normal virtual stimulation wereshown for frontal positions. The owls turned their

heads to the left side if the ITD was fixed to 2100 ms similar to those observed with free-field stimulation.
When ITD was fixed, it became obvious that the owlsand to the right side if the ITD was fixed to 100 ms

(Fig. 8e, f). The mean amplitude of the head turns rely only on ITD and not on other stimulus cues in
the generation of the azimuthal amplitudes of headwas about 378 and 2248, respectively. However, the

owls had difficulty localizing the stimulus at 1408 with turns. However, response latency was influenced by
ITD fixation in the opposite-side configuration. Eleva-a fixed ITD value at 100 ms. The azimuthal head-turn

components were almost equally distributed between tional components of head turns were also influenced
by ITD fixation. ILD fixation did not change azimuthal618 and 2198 for this condition in owl X (Fig. 9f).

The elevational component of the head turns was components of head turns. These findings are dis-
cussed below with respect to the spatial pattern of ITD,also influenced if the ITD was fixed for stimuli pre-

sented in the rear hemisphere (Fig. 9g, h). If the ITD the general sound-localization performance of owls
with virtual stimuli, the role of ITD in sound localiza-was fixed to 6100 ms in a stimulus presented at 21408,

both owls turned their heads to significantly lower tion, and the influence of the manipulations on
response latency and the reliability of the reaction.elevational positions than for the normal stimuli (Fig.

9g, h). If the ITD was fixed to 2100 ms in a stimulus
presented at 11408, the fixation caused a significant

HRTFs and spatial pattern of ITDs
increase in the elevational turning angle in owl X. The
elevational component was not affected in owl W in We used individual HRTFs because Keller et al. (1998)

found that intersubject variations of owl HRTFs are ofthis condition, and also not for a fixation of ITD at
1100 ms in stimuli recorded at 11408 in both owls comparable magnitude to those found in humans.

This suggests that individual HRTFs might be neces-(T tests, p , 0.001 for all significant tests).
sary to create an adequate virtual environment for
owls. General features of individual transfer functions
of our owls were comparable to the characteristics ofAzimuthal responses to virtual stimuli with
HRTFs described by Keller et al. (1998). This encour-fixed ILDs
aged us to dispense with further acoustic validation.

The spatial pattern of ITD in the frontal hemi-To investigate the influence of the overall ILD on hori-
zontal localization, we compared the azimuthal com- sphere that was calculated from the transfer functions

corresponded to earlier findings (Payne 1971; Colesponents of head-turn responses to normal virtual
stimuli with responses to stimuli with fixed ILDs for and Guppy 1988; Olsen et al. 1989; Knudsen et al.

1991; Brainard et al. 1992). Interestingly, a symmetryboth owls (Fig. 10). Although there was a difference
of 12 dB of the overall ILD between FixL26 and FixL6 axis at 6908 of azimuth was absent in the spatial pat-

terns of ITDs for most elevations. Although the shapestimuli, the mean azimuthal components for the FixL
stimuli lie within the range of the standard deviations of the iso-ITD lines (Fig. 2) between 2908 and 21408

or 908 and 1408 indicates that ITDs will decrease forof the responses to normal virtual stimuli for both
owls, both azimuth angles, and all elevations tested even greater azimuth angles and go to zero again for

an azimuth at 1808, ITDs increased beyond 6908 azi-(Fig. 10, only data at elevation 08 are shown). A posi-
tional comparison of standard deviations of responses muth at least for some elevations. One possible expla-

nation for the increase of ITDs beyond 908 lies in theto different stimulus types did not show significant
difference (Wilcoxon signed ranks test, owl X: normal fact that the owl’s ruff is made out of sound-reflecting

feathers. These feathers may increase the acoustic pathvs. FixL6: p 5 0.702, normal vs. FixL26: p 5 0.108; owl
W: normal vs. FixL6: p 5 0.099, normal vs. FixL26: of sounds from the rear and thus cause increasing

instead of declining ITDs at least for some 108–308p 5 0.766). This similarity between the data resulting
from the normal and manipulated stimulus conditions beyond 6908 of azimuth. A comparison of the results
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FIG. 9. Comparison of sound-localization behavior as response to at 21408, e,f. Responses to manipulated stimuli with fixed ITDs. The
stimuli in the rear hemisphere. Data of owl W: left column; data of manipulated stimuli were presented randomly between normal virtual
owl X: right column. Elevational stimulus position was 08 for all trials, stimuli, g, h. Mean values and standard deviations of azimuthal and
a, b. Localization of free-field sound sources at four different speaker elevational head turns for all virtual stimulus types but only for the
positions, c, d. Localization of virtual stimuli at the same positions as backward stimuli. The azimuthal stimulus position is given next to
in the free-field experiments. The inset shows the elevational turning each data point.
amplitude as function of the azimuthal turning amplitude for stimuli

,

measured in the rear hemi-field with other owl studies frontal hemisphere but also for parts of the back
hemisphere.was not possible because only data from the frontal

hemisphere have been presented in other studies. We
can exclude that the increase of ITD in the rear was

Sound-localization performance in virtual
due to errors of the cross-correlation algorithm that

space
was used to calculate the ITDs because we checked
the maximum of the cross-correlation function for The azimuthal angle of the stimulus and the azimuthal

component of the head turns were linearly related foreach position in space thoroughly. If the cross-correla-
tion function had a double peak, which was the case stimuli in the frontal hemisphere under both free-

field and virtual space conditions. Ideal localizationfor only a few directions, we used the continuity of
ITD change in space as a criterion to choose the cor- performance would result in a slope of 18 turning

angle per degree stimulus azimuth in this linear rela-rect peak. As a further control, we calculated the ITDs
again from HRIRs that were converted into minimum- tionship. Barn owls often underestimated the target

location. The slopes varied between 0.66 (owl X) andphase signals, but the resulting spatial pattern of ITDs
was only slightly changed with this approach. From a 0.73 (owl W) for the azimuthal direction in the experi-

ments with free-field stimulation. We estimated thephysiological point of view, it is not likely that the
auditory system of owls has access to minimum-phase slope values from the figures or from the data tables

in various free-field studies and found values betweensignals. On the contrary, the auditory system rather
uses a cross-correlation like neural computation (Kel- about 0.5 and 0.8 (Table 4 in Knudsen et al. 1979; Fig.

1b in Knudsen et al. 1993; Fig. 3 in Wagner 1993; Fig.ler and Takahashi 1996; Saberi et al. 1998; Rucci and
Wray1999). Thus, to understand the principles of pro- 2 in Wagner 1995), demonstrating that our results

were in the range of intersubject variability of free-cessing in the auditory system of owls, the cross-correla-
tion of HRIRs of both ears might be the appropriate field experiments. A direct comparison of slope values

between the free-field and the virtual experimentsmethod to calculate ITDs. This calculation revealed
that the overall ITD in owls represents a reliable cue showed that for owl X the slope was slightly smaller

in the virtual experiments and for owl W the slopesfor the azimuthal position of a sound not only for the

FIG. 10. Influence of the fixation of overall ILDs on azimuthal presented separately for stimulus position and stimulus type (see
sound-localization behavior. Data are presented for both owls at legend in a). For the normal virtual stimuli 60 trials were averaged,
azimuthal stimulus directions at 408 or 2408 and 08 elevation. Means for the FixL stimuli 20 trials were averaged.
and standard deviations of the horizontal head turn components are
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were almost identical. The small differences for owl the owl’s ears. Both aspects contribute to the cancella-
tion of ambiguities of spatial parameters. At the twoX might be explained by long-term effects and daily

variability which influenced the localization perfor- spatial positions tested in the rear hemisphere, the
number of head turns to the wrong side was highermance of the birds. Since the slope values in the experi-

ments with virtual stimulation in general were very (3%) under virtual stimulus conditions. This slight
increase in confusion might be a result of a reducedsimilar to free-field values, we conclude that our virtual

stimuli provide an appropriate simulation of free-field signal-to-noise ratio for these virtual stimuli (Fig. 1b).
sounds—at least for the azimuthal variations that we
had tested with both the free-field and virtual-space

The role of ITD
stimuli.

The elevational position perceived by the owl was The influence of ITD on azimuthal sound localization
has also been the topic of earlier behavioral studies.about 108 lower than expected. This was probably due

to a slight difference in alignment of the birds when By presenting binaurally time-shifted noise delivered
through earphones, Moiseff and Konishi (1981)measuring HRTFs and when defining the origin of the

head-centered coordinate system behaviorally. Payne showed that an ITD cue is sufficient to evoke head
turns in owls and that there is a linear relationship(1971) compared the spectral filter characteristics at

high frequencies in the sleeping posture with an alert between the overall ITD of a stimulus and the azi-
muthal components of head turns. The slope of theposture of the ruff and found that the maximum sensi-

tivity is shifted downward in the alert ruff posture. regression between azimuth and ITD was 0.528/ms in
their study. Moiseff (1989a, 1989b) demonstrated thatSince we recorded the HRTFs in anesthetized birds,

this shift may have influenced our data. Furthermore, the owl uses a bi-coordinate system to translate an
acoustic signal into a spatial location. In this coordi-our data demonstrate a large scatter in elevational

head turns and little tendency in the owls to fixate nate system, ITD is a strong determinant of azimuth
of elicited head turns while ILD mainly influenceson virtual sounds from above. Knudsen and Konishi

(1979), albeit reporting data with much less scatter elevation. The slope for the relation between azimuth
and ITD was 0.388/ms in behavioral experiments andthan we do, also reported that birds only fixated targets

in the upper hemisphere after extensive training. Our 0.448/ms in recordings of cochlear potentials (Moiseff
1989a, 1989b). These slope values correspond well toowls were never explicitly trained to localize accurately

in elevation since we wanted to investigate mainly the the slopes between 0.378/ms and 0.448/ms which we
calculated from the azimuth-dependent ITD changesazimuthal components of head turns. This may explain

the larger scatter in the elevational data. of the HRIRs at different elevations.
Describing the bi-coordinate system, MoiseffIn humans the rate of front/back confusions and

the number of errors in general is higher with virtual (1989a) showed that ITD and ILD contain information
about azimuth. This result is somewhat at odds withstimuli than with real sound sources (Bronkhorst 1995;

Wightman and Kistler 1989, 1999), even if subjects the finding presented here that ITD alone determines
the azimuthal localization behavior. The contributionare able to externalize the virtual targets. Even after

intensive training the owls responded to stimuli in the of ILD to azimuthal head-turn components was based
on the finding that dichotic stimuli with a broadbandrear with head turns that clustered around 6608 to

6808 (Fig. 9). This does not mean that they could not ILD elicited head turns which contained an azimuthal
component. The ILDs tested ranged from 230 to 30discriminate stimuli in the rear from frontal stimuli;

the amplitudes of the head turns to stimuli from the dB, but the natural range of ILDs in the frontal hemi-
sphere lies between about 210 and 10 dB if only therear were larger than to stimuli from the frontal hemi-

sphere. The distributions did not exhibit double- overall ILD is considered, as in Moiseff’s (1989a) study.
Thus, at least part of the influence of ILD on azimuthpeaks. We interpret these data such that the owls did

not experience front/back confusions with virtual might be explained by the use of supernormal stimulus
parameters in his study.stimuli. Since the amplitudes of the head turns were

smaller than 908, an alternative explanation could be While earlier studies suggested that ITD had a major
influence on azimuthal sound localization, it was notthat the owl perceived the stimuli as lying in the frontal

hemisphere. We regard this possibility as rather possible to test the influence of other cues in those
experiments because flat noise stimuli were used. Inunlikely. Since the turning amplitudes increased lin-

early with sound-source azimuth, and head-turn ampli- this study, the noise was convolved by HRIRs, thus
generating natural virtual stimuli. The manipulationtudes did not show a bimodal distribution that we

would have expected, if the owls had experienced of the stimuli by fixing the ITD while leaving the other
parameters as they occurred naturally allowed for afront/back confusions. A reason for the rare front/

back confusions could be the extreme frontal direc- separation of the influence of ITD from the possible
influences of all other cues. While in the experimentstionality of the owl’s facial ruff and the asymmetry of
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with FixT stimuli the same ITD was combined with 1989a; Olsen et al. 1989). Changes of ILD in space
are not as regular as for ITDs (Keller et al. 1998)different frequency-specific ILDs and monaural cues

that are contained naturally in the HRTFs at different resulting, for example, in different ILD values at 2308

elevation and 408 or 2408 azimuth. Assuming that thepositions, in the experiments with FixL stimuli the
influence of overall ILDs on azimuthal localization was spatial location of a sound is determined by a combina-

tion of ITD and ILD, different elevational head-turninvestigated directly. By combining these experiments,
it could be demonstrated that barn owls base their amplitudes to different manipulated virtual FixT stim-

uli would be expected. We speculate that frequency-judgment of the azimuthal position of a sound exclu-
sively on the overall ITD of a binaural acoustic signal dependent ILDs are responsible for the elevational

effects, especially for the different results for both owls,independent of other spatial cues. Even for stimulus
positions of 61408 the ITD seems to be the only rele- but this has to be investigated in further studies.
vant cue for the azimuthal position of a sound source.
This may be understandable since sound sources in

Latencies and no reaction trials
parts of the rear hemisphere produce even greater
ITDs at the owls’ eardrums than sources originating Response latencies to normal virtual stimuli had

median values between 100 and 180 ms. As in earlierfrom frontal positions. Thus, ITD is a reliable cue for
the azimuthal position of a stimulus in a range of more studies the response latencies were independent of

the spatial position of the stimulus (Wagner 1993).than 2208, at least at elevations between 08 and 2308.
For parts of the upper hemisphere, this range is slightly Knudsen et al. (1979) recorded median latencies of

100 ms when 75-ms free-field noise was presented tosmaller but larger than 1808.
The results presented here are similar to those owls, but to calculate this value only the first ten trials

of the daily sessions were used to assure a high levelfound in humans. Wightman and Kistler (1992) pro-
duced virtual stimuli in which ITD and ILD cues sig- of motivation of the animals. We observed a consistent

localization behavior for more than 100 trials. Hence,naled different directions. They reported that subjects
always followed the direction signaled by the ITD as we used all trials for the calculation of median latenc-

ies. However, this methodological difference mightlong as low frequencies were included. Hartmann and
Wittenberg (1996) described that contradictory ITD explain the slightly different results compared with

data presented by Knudsen et al. (1979). Mean latenc-and ILD information in virtual sounds led to inside-
the-head locatedness and lateralization of the sound ies of 90–130 ms can also be estimated from experi-

ments described in Wagner (1993). These valuesat the side to which the ITD points. Since barn owls
are able to process interaural phase differences up to correspond well with our findings with virtual

stimulation.frequencies of 9 kHz (Sullivan and Konishi 1984;
Köppl 1997), the dominant role of ITD for horizontal If the ITD and the other spatial cues of the manipu-

lated virtual stimuli point to different hemispheres inlocalization need not be restricted to low frequencies.
However, a behavioral test to prove this hypothesis has space, the numbers of no-reaction trials and mean

response latencies were increased. In the opposite-sidestill to be done.
Some variations in the means of azimuthal head- configuration, the sounds contain a binaural combina-

tion of spatial information that never occurs underturn components for different space positions were
observed (Fig. 6). These variations might—at least natural conditions. This combination of unusual spa-

tial cues might require a more complex processing ofto a large extent—be explained by methodological
aspects. The fixation of the ITD was carried out by sound location, especially in the forebrain, leading to

longer response latencies. Such pathways have beencalculating the maximum of the cross-correlation func-
tion of both ears’ HRIRs. At a sampling rate of 50 kHz studied and a contribution to sound localization has

been demonstrated (Knudsen et al. 1993; Knudsenthe maximum was detected with an accuracy of 20
ms. A difference of 20 ms corresponds to about 88 of and Knudsen 1996; Cohen et al. 1998). Interestingly,

the increase of 60 ms in latency in the opposite-sideazimuth in barn owls (Fig. 2). Most of the observed
variation lie in this range. configuration was very close to what others have seen

when invalid cues were presented to barn owls in aThe present study also demonstrated an influence
of ITD on the elevational component of head turn. On cueing paradigm (Johnen and Gaese, personal com-

munication). A similar value was implied to reflect thethe one hand, this might be a hint that ITD contains
information about azimuth and elevation, as already difference between detection and discrimination in a

study using the pupillary dilation response to deter-suggested by Moiseff (1989a). On the other hand, the
effects reported here might reflect only an indirect mine minimum audible angle (Bala and Takahashi

2000).influence of lTD. As mentioned before, there is evi-
dence that the ILD of a sound is a strong determinant This article implies that the virtual space technique

is a valid method for studying the acoustic basis ofof elevation (Knudsen and Konishi 1979; Moiseff
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